Introduction
This book gives you practice in answering non-verbal reasoning questions quickly.
The questions are like the questions on the 11+ and other school selection tests. You must find the
correct answers.
School selection tests are usually timed, so you need to get used to working quickly. Each test has a
target time for you to work towards. You should time how long you spend on each test, or you can
ask an adult to time you.
All the questions in this book are multiple choice. For each question you are given a choice of
answers. Choose the answer you think is correct and draw a circle round the letter beneath it.

What you need
• A pencil
• A sheet of rough paper
• An eraser
• An adult to help you work out how long
• A clock, watch or stopwatch 		 you take and to mark the test for you

What to do

• Turn to Section 1 Test 1 on page 4. Look at the grey box at the top of the page labelled Target
time. This tells you how long the test should take.
• When you are ready to start, write down the time or start the stopwatch. Or the adult helping
you will tell you to begin.
• Find this black arrow near the top of the first page. Start each test here.
• Find this square . The instructions for the first set of questions are beside it. Read them carefully.
• Look below the instructions. Read the Example. Work out why the answer given is correct.
• Using similar methods, answer each question.
• Try to answer every question. If you do get stuck on a question, leave it and go on to the next one.
Work quickly and try your best.
• When you have finished the first page, go straight on to the next page without waiting. Here you
will find a different question type. Again, read the instructions and the example. Then answer the
questions.
• When you reach the end, stop. Write down the time or stop the stopwatch. Or tell the adult that
you have finished.
• With the adult, work out how long you took to do the test. Fill in the Time taken box at the end of
the test.
• The adult will mark your test and fill in the Score and Target met? boxes.
• Turn to the Progress chart on page 40. Write your score in the box and colour in the graph to
show how many questions you got right.
• Did you get some questions wrong? You should always have another go at them before you look
at the answers. Then ask the adult to check your work and help you if you are still not sure.
• When you have finished working through this book, and are able to answer the questions both
rapidly and correctly, you will be well prepared for school selection tests.
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